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&lt;/lyrics&gt;
{{Translation||Japanese}}
==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
hosoi kubi  karamitsuku
mienai nagai yubi
tekagami ni  utsuru no wa
mikadzuki to ano hito no kage

mou sukoshi dake soba ni ite
atashi no koto wasurenaide

kako to ima ga
jikan no kuni de hikareau

aa koko wa
itsu deshou

shiroi mune  eguru no wa
Bishou to atsui iki
koi to iu uso ni shinu
yo ni mo oroka na otogibanashi

mou ichido dake ai ni kite
aishite ita to sasayaite

yume to kioku wa
onaji enogu de egakareru
yogoreta chi
mazeawasete

atashi ga ARISU datta koro
nanimo kamo ga kirei datta
sora ni shimi hitotsu
me ni suru koto wa nakatta



atashi ga ARISU datta koro
saigo ni ARISU datta toki
majo ga sumi mori de
maigo ni natte kega wo shita
noroi to wa kitsuki mo sezu
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||

==English==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
coiling around my slender neck are
long, invisible fingers
reflected in the hand-mirror are
the crescent moon and that person's shadow

be close to me a little while longer
don't forget about me

the past and the presentare 
coming together fascinatingly in the country of time

oh, this place,
I wonder when it is

hollowed out from my pale chest are
a smile and hot breath
love is said to die in lies
even if the world is  in a stupid nursery tale

come to see me just one more time
whisper that you loved me

my dreams and memories are
being painted with the same paints
being mixed together with
dirty blood

the time when I was Alice
I was probably prettier than anything
I had never seen
a single stain in the sky

the time when I was Alice
to the final time that I was Alice
in the witch's forest
I became a lost child, I took injuries,
without going under a curse
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